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IB Mission Statement

School Mission Statement

NES International School Mumbai, provides a holistic educational programme for students to become 

knowledgeable, open-minded, caring inquirers with intercultural perspective, instilling in them a 

strong urge to become lifelong learners, peace ambassadors and tomorrow’s leaders in local as well as 

global context.

School’s Philosophy

NES International School Mumbai (NESISM) follows the NES motto-Nurture, Transform and Empower 

- with the conviction that every individual is unique with specific potential and learning ability, that 

can and should be tapped.  Thus, the driving philosophy at NESISM is that with proper nurturing and 

care, every child can grow up to be a respectable and responsible global citizen with a positive 

attitude towards personal growth as well as well-being of all life on the planet. 

The International Baccalaureate aims to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and caring young people, 

who help to create a better and more peaceful world through intercultural understanding and 

respect.

To this end, the organization works with schools, governments and international organizations to 

develop challenging programmes of international education and rigorous assessment.

These programmes encourage students to become active, compassionate and lifelong learners, who 

understand that other people, with their differences, can also be right.



About NESISM

At NESISM we not only challenge our students 

academically but also address their social, emotional 

and physical well-being through physical education, 

visual arts, performing arts and drama classes as well 

as field trips, excursions and other co-curricular 

activities.

NESISM educates to unite, bridging cultures and at the 

same time celebrating differences. Community spirit, 

from the local to the global, is a key part of the school 

essence. Students at NESISM embrace their own 

culture and are open and responsive to other cultures 

and views. They are fully engaged, curious and life-

long learners.

We believe textbooks aren't the only key to learning 

subjects, we teach children to ask questions, to think 

and communicate those thoughts, to take risks where 

required and to care for the environment.

We strongly believe that the International education 

we offer develops confident, understanding and 

respectful individuals who will contribute to their 

school, their local community and the global 

community, now and in the future.

NESISM is an IB World School, offering the Primary Years 

Programme (PYP), the Middle Years Programme (MYP) and 

Diploma Programme (DP). 

The school offers high-quality and accessible international 

learning environment for primary and secondary school 

students from diverse international backgrounds. 

 

We offer world-class international education that develops 

multiple perspectives. Our students understand culture, 

and we prepare them to tackle challenges, think 

independently and continuously explore the world around 

them.

Our International Baccalaureate curriculum is taught in a 

distinctive environment that builds strong thinking, good 

communication skills, and encourages experiential 

learning from early childhood all the way up to 

pre-university level.



The theme for the new Academic Year 2020-21 is  

“Forging ahead for the  zenith of excellence deploying 

the latest emerging technologies  for upgradation in 

every field.” The annual theme for this year is ‘Groom 

and Transform the Classroom Leaders to become Global 

Leaders’. Major activities and events in the academic 

calendar will be compliant to this theme. The team of 

NESISM is oriented  towards effective teacher-learner 

engagement, with research-based approach dedicated 

to training and learning. The year gone by, 2020-21 

brought in its wake awards and recognitions from 

prestigious national and international bodies.

The NESISM STEAM Research Laboratory was 

inaugurated at the hands of our Hon'ble Union AYUSH 

Minister, Shri Shripad Yesso Naik on the 55th 

Foundation Day of our NES-SVB Education Group. This 

lab aims at instilling in our students the much required 

research attitude and also provide hands-on experience 

for conceptualizing  the topics they are learning.

The Remodelling Project is a unique concept of our 

Founder-Principal Dr. R. Varadarajan Sir to reinvent, 

rejuvenate and remodel existing patterns, frameworks, 

working systems to completely rehaul and add to our 

working infrastructure to take the institutions to 

unparalleled heights of excellence and perfection. This 

project will add a freshness and innovation which is an 

inherent part of growth, progress and evolution in every 

aspect of the institution. 

Dr. R. Varadarajan
Founder-Principal
NES International School Mumbai



NESISM has made its mark in the Sports arena as 

well, with the entry of our students – Mst. Soumil 

Kambli and Mst. Inesh Kotian into the Guinness 

World Record for non-stop 24 hours skating held at 

Belgaum, in October 2017.

Our IB Students got a unique opportunity to gain 

exposure to the professional world, in the week-long 

'Academia – Industry Interaction Programme'. They 

interacted closely on some inspiring technology with 

entrepreneurial founders and 2 founders of start-up 

companies of IITB.

The NES-SVB Group offers not only the standard 

academic programmes from KG. to Doctorate level, 

but also exposes students to unique subjects such as 

Space Science, World Peace initiative and 

Entrepreneurship zeal that are required for 

expanding their sphere of knowledge on technology. 

Our NES-SVB Education Group actively supports 

NESISM towards upgradation in its academic and 

administrative fields. 

Education is getting redefined and the 21st century 

skills have to be instilled in students through 

techniques which get even more inevitable, 

especially in this digital world. We cannot afford to 

be complacent with what we ordinarily have.

My best wishes for your success, dear student-

leaders, for the new Academic Year 2020-21. I call 

upon my beloved students, learned faculty members 

and our collaborative partner – parents, to stand 

with us to make this year memorable and 

outstanding in every sense of the terms.



Warm greetings from NESISM!

          It is a pleasure to share that over the past decade 

and half, our efforts to provide the best in international 

curriculum to Indian students at NESISM have paid off.  In 

these years, the school has achieved several milestones 

with many of our students, as well as the Head of 

Institute having won laurels from several prestigious 

organizations. The school has consistently maintained a 

position of being one of the top ranking IB schools at city, 

state as well as national level. Our teachers and students 

continue to aim for excellence not only in academics but 

in co-curricular activities and sports as well.

                   We are proud of many of our students who 

have successfully received placements in prestigious 

colleges abroad. These results can be attributed only to 

strong commitment and focused effort by a well-knit 

team of Management, staff and students working hand in 

hand with the parents.  As a member of the leadership 

team, I am convinced that the future is bright and that 

our students will continue to do us proud carrying 

forth our message as our ambassadors in the 

world.

                     As we gear up for the new academic 

year, we reaffirm our dedication to put our heart, 

mind, and soul in providing an enriching and 

memorable learning experience to our beloved 

students. Our teachers, as usual, are preparing to 

renew their plans and curriculum design for 

greater impact as they work with all their 

students. I invite my students, parents and 

members of the society to stand by  us in this 

noble mission.

 

Dr. Balasubramanian V.
Director - NES and SVB Group
of Institutions



“The mediocre teacher tells. The good teacher 

explains. The superior teacher demonstrates. The 

great teacher inspires.”

     - Willam Arthur.

Mrs. Primrose M.
Head of School,
NES International School Mumbai

From The Head Of School’s Desk

NESISM is all about growth, development and 

progress in a comprehensive, structured and 

step by step way in every aspect of a student’s 

overall evolution in the fields of academics, 

sports, cultural and social sensitivity, scientific 

technological and analytical aptitude and 

skills. 

Some outstanding projects have been 

introduced by our Founder-Principal Sir

Dr. R. Varadarajan as a part of his quest for 

e x c e l l e n c e  f o r  e v e r y  s t u d e n t .  

One of these projects , the absolutely unique 

Outstanding Students’ Movement Project 

introduced during the year 2017-18 has 

instilled a strong sense of self-confidence and 

communication skills in students growing in 

self-esteem in leaps and bounds. 

 

Our latest addition, the NESISM STEAM Research Lab 

will further develop and propel their analytical and 

inquiring skills through Technology and Science. 

Sir stands as a beacon of motivation, determination 

and  a fierce discipline which he believes are the 

hallmarks of unlimited progress and success. 

Meeting challenges with serenity and strong will and 

in the process emerging a winner is the creed of 

NESISM. 

The year 2019-20 beckons us to strive and achieve 

very high standards through our focus on students as 

we prepare them to become global leaders ,world 

class citizens and face the rapid changes throughout 

this very fast paced world resourcefully and with 

supreme confidence. 

 

I request and urge you all to come join hands with us 

in this global endeavour and mission to create a 

wonderful and strong world with our children at the

helm as we all will agree that students are the future 

of the world. 



NES High School & Junior College

NES Ratnam College of Arts, 
Science & Commerce

Proposed Oxford High School

NES and SVB - The Beginning...

National Education Society and Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan Education 

Group of 69 Institutions (NES-SVB Group) bear eloquent testimony to 

the power of one visionary, Dr. R. Varadarajan who has been working 

with single minded focus and farsight. He deserves credit for creating 

access to quality, value-based education for transforming some of the 

far-flung suburban areas of Mumbai and Thane Districts.  The seeds of 

NES were sown in 1963 with 7 students enrolling for learning with this 

young visionary and entrepreneurial teacher in his humble 10 by 10 

slum home in Bhandup, then an area known more as a settlement for 

blue collar workers. Then a young man in his late teens, he had just 

come to Mumbai from Thanjavur with only the SSLC qualification, 

taking up some job in a private limited company.  

Thus, this tiny school became the first school to write his tryst with 

education. Initially there was opposition and hurdles in the path but 

with his steel resolve, keen passion for education and determination 

he forged ahead, undaunted, plodding on going door-to-door, 

collecting funds. The benefits of telecommunications and social media 

did not exist then. He set milestones for himself in institution building 

so that the children in the school could have a well laid route for their 

educational journey. Thus came the first school building to house the 

Primary and Secondary school, followed by a Junior College. His efforts 

bore fruit first when the NES Primary School was declared Best School 

by the Municipal Corporation of Mumbai. This provided a great 

impetus and as the Institutions grew, so did the achievements – by the 

school, students and the Founder. The SSC students raised the bar 

through 100% passing results.  Yet another feather in the cap -Merit 

Ranks scored by NES students. He did not rest on his laurels, and 

worked harder for expansion.

In the year 1983, a sister trust was formed - Saraswathi Vidya Bhavan to 

offer professional education and education for the underprivileged. 

This educational trust was placed under the care of Mrs. Saraswathi 

Varadarajan. This trust established 3 Kindergarten schools followed by 

Primary and Secondary Schools. Special mention may be made here of 

SVB's school in Dharavi slum locality where the children had no school 

in the neighbourhood and the school in a remote suburb on the 

outskirts of the city -  Dombivli – excluded from growth due to lack of 

educational facilities. A delegation of American education experts has 

offered their support for the Dharavi school in the slum. The school at 

rural Dombivli has awakened the villagers to the value of education.



 SVB’s College of Pharmacy

SVB’S Saraswathi College of 
Education and 
Research (BEd.)

SVB’s Sankara Vidyalaya

In 1993, the SVB Trust established a College of Pharmacy, followed by a 

College of Education (B.Ed.), D.Ed., ECCED. etc. a well-equipped I.T. 

Centre and a Sports School.  The trust has invested in a vast plot of land 

at Dombivli / Dawadi for a Self-Financed University with world class 

courses and infrastructure. This University is now shaping up and the 

Foundation Stone was laid in 2019.

The Founder's emphasis on quality in education led to the National 

Centre for R & D in Education, Science and Technology – a first of its 

kind in India's private sector.  This R & D Centre established at the 

behest of Jagadguru Sankaracharya of Kanchi Kamakoti Peetham has 

been motivating educators to orient themselves towards innovative 

teaching. This centre has instituted special awards to recognise 

teachers and celebrities who walk the extra mile in their jobs and 

careers and make an impact. The National Award and National 

Eminence Awards Committee scours different corners of the country 

to identify winners.  The R & D Centre has brought about a sea-change 

in the results of all academic institutions, where the findings and 

recommendations have been implemented.

Not content with achievements so far, the Founder took on a special 

research to study changes in the educational systems prevailing in 

different countries. He resolved that International Baccalaureate (IB) 

and Cambridge (CAIE) education were the next wave in school 

education. Thus, the first IB World School was set up in 2004-2005 

along with the almost parallel curriculum of Cambridge (CAIE). This 

school has carved its niche, with the students topping at the country as 

well as at world level, besides creating excellent records in sports and 

several other novel initiatives like the World Peace Congress, 

Entrepreneurship, Journalism, Value Education, the annual 

International Science and Technology Festival and more.

Today, NES-SVB Education Group stands tall, with a strong team of 

Management and teachers, deeply committed to their 69 Institutions. 

In addition to the University, there is on the anvil, a professional 

institute for Vocational Diploma/Degree College in Dharavi slum 

adjacent to the existing school in Dharavi to cater to the economic 

needs of the slum, including a National Centre for Skill Development 

for blue collar workers and housekeeping helpers in collaboration with 

Indian Merchants' Chamber under the auspices of National Skill 

Development Council, Govt. of India. 

NES and SVB - The Beginning...



ABOUT IB
EDUCATION FOR FULLER LIFE :

The International Baccalaureate Organization (IBO) a non-profit  Educational Foundation based in Geneva, 

Switzerland, offers a curriculum of International Education. The programmes encourage both personal and 

academic achievement, challenging students to excel in their studies and in their personal development. 

The International Baccalaureate (IB) Diploma Programme is for students in the final two years (Grades 11 and 

12) of school for age group 16 to 19  years

Middle Years Programme (Secondary level) for students in the 11 - 16 age group, and the Primary Years 

Programme for students for age group  3 to 11 years.

The IBO has authorized 5000 schools in over 150 countries to teach these programmes. In addition, the 

organization provides curriculum and development of assessment system, teachers' training, information 

seminars, electronic networking and other educational services for these  schools.

AFFILIATED TO INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE (IB)

Primary Years Programme (Nursery to Grade 5)

Middle Years Programme (Grades 6-10)

IB Diploma Programme (Grades 11-12)

NES International School Mumbai - IB World School, offers comprehensive and challenging educational 

programmes that prepare students in school education, opening up vistas of opportunities for higher pursuits 

across the world.

In IBO, Geneva 



ŸThe essence of the PYP is the Learner Profile which is a series of desired attributes and traits that should 

characterize the aspiring students to match an international perspective, meaning that they will be:

  Inquirers  Communicators Risk-Takers        Knowledgeable          Principled       

Caring  Open-Minded   Balanced                 Reflective    Thinkers

Subject knowledge is integrated through a Programme of Inquiry using the six transdisciplinary themes of 

the curriculum model, which are :

Who we are

Where we are in place and time 

How we express ourselves 

How the world works

How we organize ourselves 

Sharing the planet

Units of Inquiry (Science and Social Studies), which meet the criteria of the 

International Baccalaureate Organisation, have been developed for each 

grade. Each unit is explored through sustained inquiry which forms the 

centrepiece of the written, taught and assessed curriculum. The learning is 

conceptual and it focuses on broad and powerful organizing ideas that have 

relevance within and across subject areas. The reach is beyond national and 

cultural boundaries . Throughout each unit, students have the opportunity 

to develop a principled action as an outcome of what they have learnt. 

Wherever meaningfully possible, other curricular areas are integrated to 

support the depth of exploration of the unit.

Playgroup : 

To enable the small children gradually catch up with the PYP classes, special tutoring is done from playgroup, 

which emboldens the normally homesick children in a new environment, stage by stage, to confidently adapt 

and graduate to the PYP sessions.

IB PYP (Nursery to Grade 5) :
The Primary Years Programme (PYP) is designed for students between the ages of 3 and 11 years. These are 

transdisciplinary programmes designed to foster the development of children in totality, not just within the 

classroom but also through various interactive methods and skills of learning both indoor and outdoor. Apart 

from academic learning, teachers focus on overall growth of the developing children, encompassing social, 

physical, emotional, cultural and skill based needs.

PHILOSOPHY OF NURTURING, TRANSFORMING & EMPOWERING

IB Primary Years Programme - PYP (Nursery to Grade 5)



At NESISM, as part of the PYP curriculum, each student's work is prominently displayed as a way of 

encouragement. The attributes of the learner profile are interwoven in every academic and co-curricular 

programme. Each student's progress is documented through a portfolio. Teachers work collaboratively on 

planning, teaching, assessing and using a diversity of strategies appropriate to the need of the students, 

keeping in view the present challenges in the world.

Transitions from the PYP

The International Baccalaureate Primary Years Programme (PYP) aims to help students develop the skills, 

knowledge and attitudes they need to excel not only in their studies, but also in their personal growth.  PYP 

students are well prepared for the next stage of education, including participation in the IB Middle Years 

Programme (MYP). MYP is taught to 11-16 year olds.







 Going from PYP to MYP

The PYP prepares students for the MYP through its concept-

driven, transdisciplinary approach. PYP students spend most 

of their time with one classroom teacher, exploring the 

connections between academic subjects.

In the MYP, students begin the study of distinct disciplines; 

however, the PYP's transdisciplinary themes-along with the 

programme's strong commitment to collaborative teaching-

- provides a strong foundation for interdisciplinary study in 

the MYP. Both programmes reflect the depth, breadth and 

balance that characterize  the IB Continuum of International 

Education.

As students move from primary to middle level education, 

they benefit from the IB's consistent educational 

philosophy. The MYP shares the PYP's commitment to learning through inquiry and continues to develop 

attributes of the IB learner profile. Careful alignment between the programmes help students flourish 

personally and academically as they enter the world of early adolescence.

The International Baccalaureate Middle Years Programme (MYP) comprises of eight subject groups:

· Language acquisition

· Language and literature

· Individuals and societies

· Sciences

· Mathematics

· Arts

· Physical and health education

· Design

The MYP requires at least 50 hours of teaching time for each subject group in each year of the programme. In 

years 4 & 5 students have the option to take 6 courses out of the 8 subject groups.

Our approach to teaching and learning

The MYP aims to help students develop their personal understanding, their emerging sense of self and 

responsibility in their community.

Teaching and learning in the MYP is underpinned by the following 

concepts: Teaching and learning in context

Students learn best when their learning experiences have context and are connected to their lives and their 

experiences of the world that they have lived through. Using global contexts, MYP students develop an 

understanding of their common humanity and shared guardianship of the planet through developmentally 

appropriate explorations of:

 

IBMYP (Grades 6 to 10 )



Approaches To Learning

A unifying thread throughout all MYP subject groups, Approaches To Learning (ATL) provide the foundation for 

independent learning and encourage the application of their knowledge and skills in unfamiliar contexts. 

Developing and applying these social, thinking, research, communication and self-management skills help 

students to learn thoroughly

Service as action, through community service 

Action and service have always been shared values of the IB community. Students take action when they apply 

what they are learning in the classroom and beyond. IB learners strive to be caring members of the community 

who demonstrate a commitment to service—making a positive difference to the lives of others and to the 

environment.Service as action is an integral part of the programme, especially in the MYP community project.

       Identities and relationships
 Personal and cultural identity
 Orientations in space and time
 Scientific and technical innovation
 Fairness and development
 Globalization and sustainability

Conceptual Understanding
Concepts are big ideas that have relevance within specific disciplines and across subject areas. MYP students 
use concepts as a vehicle to inquire into issues and ideas of personal, local and global significance and 
examine knowledge holistically. The MYP prescribes sixteen interdisciplinary key concepts along with related 
concepts for each discipline.



International Baccalaureate Diploma Programme (IBDP) is a prestigious programme hitherto accessible 

only to elite sections of society around the world, which has now 

been brought wiithin the reach of all students globally.  A premier 

programme offered to the students post MYP 5 (Grade X), this 

qualification is preferred over all other programmes by prestigious 

universities and institutions for university admissions globally. This 

demand is due to the rigorous assessment structure of the 

programme wherein 2 compulsory languages from group 1 and 

group 2 are selected by the students . In addition students have their 

choice to select 4 more subjects from group 3 to 6.

Group 3 is Humanities, Group 4 is Sciences, Group 5 is explicitly on 

any one of the three levels of Mathematics and Group 6 is  

Performing Arts. Students do have flexibility in dropping Group 6 

and selecting a second additional subject from Group 1 to 4. This structure helps students to select either 

Science or Humanities subjects over Computer Science and Performing Arts, from the innumerable options 

available at NESISM.

Theory of Knowledge (TOK), Extended Essay (EE) and Creativity, Activity and Service (CAS) lie at the core 

of the model of 6 subjects making the Diploma Programme a unique, wonderful and truly a world 

curriculum.

While TOK encourages students to explore knowledge in more than one way, 'EE' brings out research and 

analytical skills through a research based WRITE-UP of 4000 WORDS. Spreading social awareness of current 

global issues, and imparting a sense of belongingness to the less well-off in society, is the 'CAS' Programme. 

A student enjoys this while learning new skills, demonstrating commitment towards improvement of 

community and serving the society. Our school has already introduced the IB Diploma Programme from the 

academic year 2009-2010. True to the educational standards set by NES and SVB group of institutions in the 

past 55 years, our school successfully completed the programme and sent up 9 batches of students for IBDP 

final examinations since 2011. The school is fully prepared to conduct IBDP through professional 

development of teachers duly attending workshops and training programmes regularly. IBDP Teachers will 

further have such workshops either in-house or on-line and school based orientations regularly. Classrooms 

and infrastructure are customized to meet the needs of this Diploma Programme and are comparable with 

world standard. The strength of students from 4 in 2009 has risen up to around 80 today, which is a twenty 

fold increase in the students strength in a decade, signifying the worth of the course, as also of NESISM.

Going from MYP to IBDP

IBDP 1 & 2 ( Grades 11 & 12 )



Awards, Accolades, Recognitions - Many First

In recognition his long and outstanding contribution to the field of education for several 
decades, Dr. R. Varadarajan and his institutions have been honoured with following 
Awards and Recognitions

Outstanding Educationist Award by Governor of Tamil Nadu &  Pondicherry  

Tamil Nadu &

Sir

The Hon'ble President of India Dr. Shankar 
Dayal Sharma, conferred on Sir, The Best 
Teacher award at a ceremonyconducted in 
Rashtrapati Bhavan in New Delhi.



Postal Stamp (canc.) Release by Central Govt.

an

The

Sir.

the

a first of its kind 

in India
at the respected hands of Union

Minister of HRD, Shri Murali Manohar Joshi



First British Honour on an Indian
Educationist for serving cause of 
education for 50 years.

Education Leader by The Education World

Sir

achievements and its world ramifying



NES-SVB Group Founder
Honoured by Mr. George 
Mudie, MP and Senior 
Statesman, House of Commons, 
UK for 50 years of dedicated 
service to the cause of 
Education in India. 

Asia's Educational Leader Award 2017 conferred by the Economics Times and 
presented by the Malaysian Govt. at Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

2011

A First Honour For an Indian 
Educationist in British 
Parliament 

2017

A First Honour For Indian Educationist at the British
House of Commons From The Founder- Principal’s Desk

From The Head Of School’s Desk

We are proud to announce that 
NESISM has been ranked : 

For

AFFILIATED TO INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE (IB)

AND CAMBRIDGE ASSESSMENT INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION(CAIE)



Times Education Icon  Award 2017 
presented by Ms. Indu Sahani,
Former Sheriff of Mumbai.

Dr. Balasubramanian V. received the ‘Youth 
Icon of the Year in Education’ award at the 
hands of Ms. Shaina NC  on 9th May, 2017.

 Youth Icon of the Year in Education- 2017
  

Times Education Icon Award 2017
From The Founder- Principal’s Desk

From The Head Of School’s Desk

We are proud to announce that 
NESISM has been ranked : 

For

AFFILIATED TO INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE (IB)

AND CAMBRIDGE ASSESSMENT INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION(CAIE)



accrediation for outstanding 
development in curriculum

received at Ahmedabad
on 12th Dec. 2019

British ISA Award 2019 - 22 

received at Bengaluru on 14th Dec, 2019
Education Today Award - 2019

awarding NESISM as No 1 in Mumbai
for Excellence in Education

2019

 

received at Bangkok, Thailand  
on 12th Dec. 2019

Asia’s Best International School Award -2019 

by IBCC, USA

2019

2019

Asia’s Best International School Award - 2019
From The Founder- Principal’s Desk

From The Head Of School’s Desk

We are proud to announce that 
NESISM has been ranked : 

For

AFFILIATED TO INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE (IB)

AND CAMBRIDGE ASSESSMENT INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION(CAIE)



2020

 

received at Bangok  
on 12th Dec. 2019

Asia’s Best International School Award -2019 

by IBCC, USA

2019

Asia’s Best International School Award - 2020

2020

  Dr. R. Varadarajan, Founder-
Principal awarded "THE 
EDUCATION ICON OF THE YEAR 
2020” by Education Today

NES International School Mumbai ranked No.1 
in India, No.1 in Maharashtra & Ranked No.1 in 
Mumbai in the category- ‘India`s Top 20 
International Schools’ in a survey conducted 
by Education Today

  NES International 
School Mumbai 
ranked No.2 in the 
category – ‘Schools 
offering IB 
Continuum’ in the 
Times Schools 
Survey 2020 
conducted by Times 
of India.

From The Founder- Principal’s Desk

From The Head Of School’s Desk

We are proud to announce that 
NESISM has been ranked : 

For

AFFILIATED TO INTERNATIONAL BACCALAUREATE (IB)

AND CAMBRIDGE ASSESSMENT INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION(CAIE)
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Computer Science &
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• Russell Square International College 

• Narsee Monjee Institute of Management Studies 

• MIT College of Engineering 

• KJ Somaiya Institute of Engineering & 
  Information Technology 

• Symbiosis School for Liberal Arts 

• K C College of Management Studies 

• National Education Society's Ratnam College
  Of Arts, Science & Commerce 

• Rajiv Gandhi Institute of Technology 

• Symbiosis Centre for Management Studies 

• NMIMS Anil Surendra Modi School of Commerce 

• Ismail Yusuf College 

• Mulund College of Commerce 

• Guru Nanak Khalsa College of Arts, Science 
  & Commerce 

• Nmims Mumbai 

• Amity University, Mumbai 

• Ramnarain Ruia College 

• Mukesh Patel School of Technology
  Management and Engineering, Shirpur 

• FLAME University

NES alumni have been securing admissions in some of the leading colleges 
and universities in India and abroad. Some of them are:

• Champlain College 

• University of Pittsburgh-Pittsburgh Campus 

• Pine Manor College 

• Northeastern University 

• University of California los angeles 

• Fashion Institute of Technology 

• University of Central Florida

• Fairleigh Dickinson University 

• California State University-East Bay 

• University of Massachusetts Amherst 

• Boston University 

• Tennessee State University 

• University of Maryland-College Park 

• University of Delaware 

• University at Buffalo 

• Georgia Institute of Technology 

• Stony Brook University 

• Oxford university 

• University of Pennsylvania

• University of Massachusetts-Lowell 

• University of Florida 

• University of Idaho 

• University of Illinois at Chicago 

• The University of Texas at Dallas 

• University of California 

• University of California-Davis 

• Kansas State University 

• New York University 

• University of Southern California 

• University of Cincinnati 

• University Of Nottingham 

• The University of British Columbia 

• The University Of Westminster 

• De Montfort University 

• University Of Sheffield 

• University Of Warwick 

• Loughborough University 

• University Of Bath 

• Lancaster University 

• University Of Leeds 

• Victoria University

• University of Melbourne

• Monash University

• University of Victoria 

• University of British Columbia 

• Vancouver Island University 

• McGill University 

• University of Waterloo 

• Algonquin College 

• University of Manitoba 

• University of Toronto 

• McMaster University 

• Simon Fraser University 

• York University 

• Dalhousie University 

• Queen's University 
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Total
Scholarships

2015 - 18

Universities Offering Scholarships

• Champlain College  

• Kansas State University  

• New York University  

• Russell Square International College  

• University of Central Florida  

• University of Cincinnati  

• University of Idaho  

• University of Massachusetts Amherst  

• University of Massachusetts-Lowell  

• University Of Sheffield  

• University of Toronto  

• University of Victoria  

• University of Illinios  

USD 445,100
INR 330,000

Total No. of
Students Received

 Scholarships

Streams Total Amount

Business Management

Computer Science & Information

Technology

Engineering & Technology

Economics & Commerce

Psychology

Science

Others

  140,800 

 45,000

20,900

150,000 

13,200

13,200

62,000

USD

330,000

-

-

-

-

-

-

INR
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Vaibhavi Sharma
- 2015 Batch

• Symbiosis School
  for Liberal Arts
• Liberal Arts

Topics

College / Course Joined

• Preparing for Board Exams
• Choosing Liberal Arts

• Kansas State University
• Information Technology

Topics

College / Course Joined

• Importance of  internship
• Importance of  Alumni
  Guidance

Akshay Mhatre
- 2017 Batch

CASE STUDIES
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• University of  Massachusetts
  - Lowell
• Engineering

Topics

College / Course Joined

• Preparing for Entrance
  Exams
• Advice to juniors

Aman Lilani
- 2018 Batch

• McMaster University
• Art & Design

Topics

College / Course Joined

• Admission Process of
  McMaster University
• Tips on choosing colleges

Saachi Shetty
- 2018 Batch
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Kaushal Nandagiri

Florida Institute of Technology

Harsh Saple

Penn State University

Aditi Bendale

University of Toronto

Avani Dubey

University  of Toronto

USA

USA USA

CANADA
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Balgovind Ranjith
2015 Batch

Joined College: University Of  Sheffield
Course: Engineering & Technology

Vaibhav Kulkarni - 2015 Batch 

• Narsee Monjee Institute of
Management Studies

Helly Deepak Veera - 2015 Batch 

• Narsee Monjee Institute of Management
Studies

Aditya Pillai - 2015 Batch 

• University of British Columbia
Simran Venkatraman - 2014 Batch 

• University Of Nottingham

Sidharth Ranjit
2016 Batch 

Joined College: University Of  Bath

Course:  Business Management

Aditi K
2019 Batch

Joined College: University of San Diego
Course: Neuroscience & Computer Science 

Brandon C.
2019 Batch

Joined College: University of British Columbia
Course: Biological Sciences 

Kashish Jain
2017 Batch

Joined College: New York University
Course: Business Management 

Rushab Soni
2018 Batch  

Joined College: University of  Toronto
Course:Business Management 
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TAKE A DEEP DIVE INTO THE ALUMNI JOURNEY
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NESISM STEAM RESEARCH LAB :
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NES International School Mumbai
- IB Continuum World School
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